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• Introduction to VERITAS
• Highlights from recent results
• LIV studies in VERITAS
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V E R Y E N E R G E T I C R A D I AT I O N I M A G I N G T E L E S C O P E A R R AY S Y S T E M

• Located at south of Tucson, Arizona, USA
• Full operation since 2007.
• Collaboration of ~100 scientist from ~ 20 institutions from 4 countries.
• 4 X 12 m Davies-Cotton type telescopes.
• Camera composed of 499 PMTs.
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V EVERITAS
R I TA S UUpgrades
PGRADES
•

Move of T1 in Summer 2009
Optimal array configuration
Increased sensitivity

•

Faster, FPGA-based system

Old T1 position
T4

Narrower time window for showers

T3

•

• Optimal array configuration with

Camera upgrade in Summer 2012

increased sensitivity

Higher QE PMTs

Lowered Energy Threshold

T2
T1
28

•Telescope-level
Move oftrigger
T1 in
Summer 2009
in Fall 2011

Chapter 3 — The VERITAS Experiment

GeV -> 85 GeV
• 120
Telescope-Level
trigger upgrade in Fall 2011

• Moved to FPGA based trigger system
• Narrower coincidence window
• Camera upgrade in Summer 2012
• Higher QE PMTs
• Lower energy threshold.

Figure 3.1: Top: The old array configuration. Bottom: The new array configuration, with
T1 (foreground) in its new position. Image credit: VERITAS Collaboration.
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ERITAS Performance
PERFORMANCE

Energy Range: ~85 GeV to ~30 TeV
• Energy Range: 85 GeV to 30 TeV

Energy Resolution: 15-25%

• Energy Resolution: 15~25%

Angular Resolution: ~0.08 deg @ 1 TeV
• Angular Resolution 0.08 deg @ 1

FOV: 3.5TeV
degrees

Effective Area: ~10,000 m2

• Sensitivity 1% Crab in 25 hr

Sensitivity: ~1% Crab in 25 hours
• Systematic Errors:
Crab is brightest source and standard candle
• Flux ~20% Index ~0.1

Systematic Errors:
Flux
Index ~0.1
• ~20%
Bright moonlight
programs using

reduced HV or moon filter adding
extra 300 hr per year of observation.
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SCIENCE PROGRAMS
IC 443 SNR

VERITAS source catalogue

• Extra galactic science

•

• Active Galactic Nuclei (mostly Blazar)

Remnant of core-collapse SN, evolving in inhomogeneous
environment
varying amounts of target material!

• Extragalactic background light (EBL), intergalactic magnetic field (IGMF)

•

• Galactic science

•

Distance 1.5 kpc, Age uncertain, 3-30 kyrs
VERITAS emission anti-correlates with thermal X-rays
J. Holder & tevcat.uchicago.edu

58 interacting
sources
Suggests emission dominated by CRs
with gas in
contact with shock front – dense clouds absorb X-rays.

• Galatic centre
• CR acceleration: SNR, PWN
• Pulsar

IC 443 SNR

TAUP 2017
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• Binaries
• Dark Matter and astro-particle physics
• Dark Matter: Galactic centre, dwarf galaxies
• Direct measurement of cosmic rays.
• Cosmic ray electrons

Cosmic Ray Electrons
VERITAS - ICRC 2015
3, 6, 9 s contours

XMM 0.3-1.4 keV

W

• 296 hour

• Spectral
• Spec
• Stat
• syste

• Primordial black hole searches
• Follow up programs

• Consiste

• GRBs

Cosmic ray electron spectrum

• ICECUBE, LIGO, HAWK
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IGMF Constrain

HIGHLIGHT FROM RECENT
R E S U LT S —
INTER-GALACTIC MAGNETIC
FIELD CONSTRAINTS
• Inter-galactic magnetic field (IGMF):
• Very week magnetic field:10-19 -10-9 G
• Affects large-scale structure

formation

• Potential primordial origin —> early

universe cosmology

• IGMF imprint on high-energy γ-ray
• γ-ray pair produce with EBL
• e+e- deflected by IGMF
• A broadened angular profile from

extra galactic point sources ( B >
10-16 G).
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AGN as probes: IGMF
•

HIGH
L I G studied
HT FR
M R E of
C E N T R •E No
S Uevidence
LT S —of cascade found
Seven
blazars
forOevidence
angular
I N T E extension
R - G A Ldue
A CtoTcascade
I C M Aemission
G N E T I C➡ FIGMF
I E Lstrength
D C OofN~10
S T-14RGAexcluded
INTS
at 95% confidence.
The Astrophysical Journal, 835:288 (12pp), 2017 February 1

Archambault et a

• Seven blazars studied for evidence of angular extension due to IGMF.
• Fit simulation and observation with hyperbolic secant function.
• Total Emission = (1 -fc)* primary emission + fc*cascade emission
• Halo test for 1ES1218+304 used to constrain IGMF around 10-14 G.
The Astrophysical Journal, 835:288 (12pp), 2017 February 1

Archambault et al.

black vertical line. The red dashed horizontal line shows the
upper limit on the cascade fraction; values of fc above this line
are excluded at the 95% CL.
Figure 1. Comparison between the angular proﬁles of Mrk501 and 1ES1218+304 and their simulated counterparts. The results of a χ2 probability test are shown
For
of model assumptions, the 95% CL upper limit
Table each
1 for allset
sources.
on fc as a function of IGMF strength was compared against the
predicted cascade fraction obtained from the cascade simulations. The results are shown in Figure 4. IGMF strengths for
which the upper limit falls below the predicted fc are excluded
at the 95% CL. The exclusion ranges on the IGMF strength for
each set of model assumptions are summarized in Table 3.
7.2. Limits on the Flux from Extended Emission
Figure 3. The dependence
of the width
of 2017
the simulated
distribution on
The Astrophysical
Journal, 835:288
(12pp),
February angular
1
the cascade fraction fc for 1ES 1218+304. This is compared against the width
of the angular distribution measured in data, wdata.

2. Spectral variability; the assumed value of the intrinsic
spectral index of 1ES 1218+304, Γ = 1.660(Ackermann
et al. 2015) is measured from the full Fermi-LAT data set.
However, this does not account for any spectral
variability that occurred either within this data set or
over the lifetime of the blazar (this is relevant as the
cascade emission can, for a high IGMF strength,
experience a time delay longer than the time for which
VERITAS has been operating). The dependence of the
IGMF limits on Γ was tested by assuming Γ = 1.460 and
Γ = 1.860, while ﬁxing the cutoff energy to 10 TeV.
3. EBL model; the development of the cascade depends on
the photon density predicted by the input EBL model.
Limits on the IGMF strength were nominally derived

al. GeV and
Upper limits on the integrated ﬂuxArchambault
between et160
1 TeV from angularly broadened emission are set for all
sources. The bulk of the primary emission is expected to fall in
the range θ2 = 0.00–0.01deg2, thus excess counts due to
angularly broadened emission were calculated from the
2
within the integration range
difference ò q 2data - ò q sim
2
2
θ = 0.01–0.24deg . The Figure
integration
range was chosen to
2. Fitted θ2 distribution for 1ES 1218+304 and its simulated counterpart.
match the ranges used in similar calculations performed by
Abramowski
al. (2014)
and
et al. (2010).2.025±0.150
Upper
2
in the HE range(Ackermann et al. 2015
(s 2data
+ sAleksic
of merit s = (wet
data - wsim )
sim ) , shown in the ﬁnal
which also results in a low predicted value of fc. For 1ES 121
limits
onofthe
number
of gamma-ray events due to angularly
column
Table
2.
the predicted fc is 10%–25% for the range of magneti
broadened emission are calculated using the frequentist +304,
method
ﬁelds considered, as shown in Figure 4. Consequently, of a
of Rolke(Rolke
al. 2005),
and Strength
translated into an upper
the limit
sources studied, only 1ES 1218+304 is used to plac
7.1. et
Limits
on the IGMF
on the
rate
by
dividing
by
the
deadtime-corrected
expoconstraints
on the IGMF strength. While a stacked analysis o
The projected sensitivity to broadening of the source angular
(2017)
all sources ApJ
at similar835,
redshifts 288
was feasible,
the combined lim
suredistribution
time. due to a cascade emission component hinges
would be entirely dominated by the contributions of 1ES 121
heavily on the the
intrinsic
spectrum
source.
on the
Translating
upper
limitofonthethe
rateBased
into an
upper limit
+304. on
Hence, a stacked analysis was not attempted. 8
2017
ratio of the spectral
cascade
simulations,
the
predicted an
cascade
fraction ( fc;about
theTAUP
integrated
ﬂux
requires
assumption
However, several uncertainties on the predicted cascad
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cascade emission to total emission) must be 10% to produce
emission
index
the angularly
A spectral
index
(Γremain, and their impact must be examined whe
an of
angular
broadening broadened
that exceedsemission.
the statistical
and

HIGHLIGHT FROM
R E C E N T R E S U LT S —
C O S M I C R AY I R O N
SPECTRUM

Direct Cherenkov Tec

• Direct Cherenkov light technique

(a) Integrated charge per pixel.

• Cherenkov light from primary

particle — very concentrated.
• Intensity scale with Z2
• Can use to identify heavy nuclei

(b) Best-fit image template.

Figure 2. Simulated 121 TeV iron shower image in one of the VERITAS telescopes.
• Che
light. Gray star: true shower direction. Pink star: shower direction reconstructed by t
direction reconstructed by the template analysis. The white pixels do not contain
as
• Dire
pedestal.
part
549

• Template method used to identify

550
551

DC showers.

552
553

• Better sensitivity for high energy

554
555

events.
• Result feed into Random Forest for
event classification.

556
557
558
559
560
561
562
563
564
565
566

ergy reconstruction, a search for the DC pixel candidate
is conducted over a region of the camera which fulfills the
following requirements, similar to those used in [24, 25]:
Distance to the reconstructed direction less than 0.45¶ ,
distance to the image centroid between 0.17¶ and 1.2¶ ,
distance to the axis connecting the centroid to the reconstructed direction less than 0.2¶ .
The same search is conducted in the best-fit template
image. Only images in which the DC pixel candidate in
the recorded image is the same as the one in the template
are kept. This has the advantage of cutting down on
false positives due to statistical fluctuations, as well as
removing badly reconstructed events. Figure 2 shows a
simulated iron image with a noticeable DC contribution,
the best-fit template image, and the value of qDC for each
pixel.
The contribution of DC light to the total charge in
pixel i can be estimated as

•

575
576
577

578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586

587
588
589
590
591
592
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qDC,i = qi ≠ ÈqÍneighbors,i .
567

(10)

This may under-estimate the DC light in cases where

593
594
595
596

Ligh

core and telescope
• Abil
reconstructed
direc
didate pixel.• Tem

For events contaS
candidate pixel, an
eras, ÈZreco Í, is use
defined in this way
for iron showers d
over-subtraction of
dependence. It is
separator by itself
multi-variate classi

It must be noted
contain a visible c
be seen from the e
a small impact dis
high up, in thin air
for larger impact
shower image and
it hard to separate
hand, the DC ligh
about 140 m for th

H I G H L I G H T F R O M R E C E N T R E S U LT S —
C O S M I C R AY I R O N S P E C T R U M

Cosmic Ray Iron Nuclei

•

Measurements consistent with other experiments (other IACTs, balloons)

• Extension
of spectrum
up toother
500 TeV
• Measurement
consistent
with
experiment (IACTs, balloons)

• Extend spectrum up to 500 TeV.
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L I V S T U D I E S I N V E R I TA S
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ing the significance for pre-chosen ON and OFF regions of
the pulse profile according to Li & Ma [11] gives a 8.8s
significance [4]. An unbinned maximum-likelihood fit determined the positions of P1 and P2 to be -0.0023±0.0020
and 0.0398±0.002, respectively. The ratio of the number of
pulsed events in P2 over the number of pulsed events in P1
is 2.4±0.6 [4]. The pulse profiles measured by VERITAS
and the Fermi-LAT is shown in Figure 2.

CRAB PULSAR
• Pulsing at mili-second time scale;

und

Zm

whe
the
T

1

compensating for lack of distance.
• Pros:

2

• Statistics can be accumulated

overtime.
Fig. 2: Pulse profile of the Crab pulsar at g-ray energies
with VERITAS. All quality data between 2007 and 2011
is included, the exact data set used for [4]. The FermiLAT pulse profile is also shown below the VERITAS pulse
profile).

• Intrinsic effect can be distinguished
• Challenges:
• Large background (PWN emission +

3 Methodology and Results

hadronic showers).

3.1 Peak Timing Comparison
The pulse profile of the VERITAS data above 120 GeV is
compared to the pulse profile of the Fermi-LAT data above
100 MeV. If the same timing solutions are used for both
data sets, then the peak positions agree within statistical
uncertainty. This indicates no measurable violations of

• VERITAS has accumulated ~ 300 hr of

quality data on the Crab.
12

3

the pulse profile according to Li & Ma [11] gives a 8.8s
significance [4]. An unbinned maximum-likelihood fit determined the positions of P1 and P2 to be -0.0023±0.0020
and 0.0398±0.002, respectively. The ratio of the number of
pulsed events in P2 over the number of pulsed events in P1
is 2.4±0.6 [4]. The pulse profiles measured by VERITAS
and the Fermi-LAT is shown in Figure 2.

C R A B P U L S A R : D I R E C T C O M PA R I S O N
WITH FERMI
• Directly compare with Fermi

phaseogram to look for peak
shift.

• The 95% confidence upper limit

on the timing differences of the
peaks is calculated to be less
than 100 μs.

ICRC 2013 LIV Limits from Crab PSR
33 ND I NTERNATIONAL C OSMIC R AY C ONFERENCE , R IO DE JANEIRO 2013

• Translate to QG energy scale

2. Since the timing
of the Crab Pulsar is widely studied
Lorentz invariance, so a lower limit on EQGn is therefore
17GeV
limit
of
3X
10
at
95%
calculated, using Equations 2 and 3. The 95% confidence
throughout the electromagnetic spectrum, energy
upper limit on the timing of the peaks is calculated to be less
delays due level
to propagation
effects
can be more easily
confidence
for linear
case.
Fig.
2:
Pulse
profile of the Crab pulsar at g-ray energies
than 100 µs. The limits of the linear LIV term is therefore:
distinguished from intrinsic effects.

with VERITAS. All quality data between 2007 and 2011
dDE
2kpc ⇤ 120GeV
17
E
>
=
⇠
3
⇥
10
GeV Fermiis
included,
the
exact
data
set
used
for
[4].
The
QG1
2 Data Selection and Timing Analysis
c0 Dt95% 3 ⇥ 108 m/s ⇤ 100µs
LAT pulse profile is also shown below the VERITAS
(4) pulse
VERITAS (Very Energetic Radiation Imaging Telescope
Array System) is an array of four IACTs (imaging
atmoprofile).
3.2 Dispersion Cancellation

spheric Cherenkov telescopes) located at the Fred Lawrence
The method described in the previous section relies on binWhipple Observatory (FLWO) in southern Arizona (31 40N,
ning the data in both energy and in pulsar phase. Techniques
110 57W, 1.3 km a.s.l.) [6]. VERITAS collected 107 hours
involving binning always involve a loss of information. Adof low zenith angle observations on the Crab from the start
arXiv:1307.8382v1
of four-telescope operations in 2007 through 2011. Data 13ditionally, binning in energy is not ideal because of the variations of the pulse period within the energy bins due to pulquality selection requires a clear atmospheric conditions,

3 Methodology and Results

u

w
th

this case). The large g-ray background due to the Crab Ne
to the data was optimized a priori by assuming a powerula provides additional problems. This section discusses
law spectrum with an index of -4.0 and a normalization of
variation of the Dispersion Cancellation (DisCan) metho
a few percent of the Crab at 100 GeV [4]. Data reduction
[13, 14], that is well-suited to use for pulsars.
followed the standard methods, yielding consistent results
The method here utilizes the Zm2 test [15] as a test statisti
with two analysis packages [7].
The Zm2 test is derived from a Fourier-series estimator whic
The Jordell Bank timing ephemeris was used to obtain
tests for variations from a uniform (unpulsed) light curv
the timing parameters for the pulsar analysis [8]. Barycenfor a chosen Fourier harmonic m [16]. Zm2 is proportional t
tering was done with two custom codes and with tempo2
the Fourier power of the pulsar. LIV effects would introduc
[9]. Applying the H-test [10] to this data set yields a H vala dispersion of the pulsar signal. The maximal value o
ue of 50, corresponding to a 6.0s significance [4]. DefinZm2 , therefore, corresponds to the Fourier power of th
ing and
the significance
for pre-chosen
and OFF
regions
of
LIV broadens the pulse shape
make the
pulse ON
profile
less
“sharp”
undispersed signal. Zm2 takes the form:
the pulse profile according to Li & Ma [11] gives a 8.8s
significance [4]. An unbinned maximum-likelihood fit deN
2 m N
termined the positions of P1 and P2 to be -0.0023±0.0020
2
2
2
Z
=
[(
sin(2pf
j))
+
(
Adjust QG energy scale to maximize
a “sharpness”
metric
(Z Test)
: m NÂ Â
i
Â cos(2pfi j))2 ], (5
and 0.0398±0.002,
respectively. The ratio
of the number
of
j=1 i=1
i=1
pulsed events in P2 over the number of pulsed events in P1
is 2.4±0.6 [4]. The pulse profiles measured by VERITAS
where N is the total number of events and fi is the phase o
and the Fermi-LAT is shown in Figure 2.
the ith event (mod 1).
The procedure used is as follows:

D I S P E R S I O N C A N C E L L AT I O N ( D I S C A N )
•
•

1. Adopt a model for a correction to the arrival tim
of each event, as a function of the event energy. Fo
example, if the LIV effect has the form of E n , the
the correction for an event of arrival time of ti an
energy Ei is:
ti0 = ti q Ein
(6

An event

E

E
Fig. 2: Pulse profile of the Crab pulsar at g-ray energies
with VERITAS. All quality data between 2007 and 2011
is included, the exact data set used for [4]. The FermiLAT pulse profile is also shown below the VERITAS pulse
profile).

3
3.1

Methodology and Results
Peak Timing Comparison

The pulse profile of the VERITAS data above 120 GeV is
compared to the pulse profile of the Fermi-LAT data above
100 MeV. If the same timing solutions are used for both
data sets, then the peak positions agree within statistical
uncertainty. This indicates no measurable violations of

14

2. Refold the pulsar phases according to the formu
above for a choice of q .
fi0 = (ti0

1
t0,i )ni + (ti0
2

t0,i )2 ṅi ( mod 1),

(7

where t0,i is the pulsar epoch, and n, ṅ is the pulsa
frequency and 1st derivative of the pulsar freque
cy, respectively. q could hypothetically be any re
number, positive or negative, but with some commo
sense it can be narrowed down. LIV effects are sma
at GeV/TeV scales, not significant enough to dras
cally change the intrinsic shape of the pulse profil
The pulsed spectrum of the Crab pulsar extends t
⇠400 GeV. It is therefore unlikely that a photon
400 GeV will move in phase more than 5% of th
pulse period of Crab in either direction due to LI
effects. This limits the range in q to | 400 GeV/(0.05
33 ms) | = |q | < 4.1µs/GeV.
3. Calculate Zm2 as above in equation 5.

CRAB PULSAR USING DIS-CAN

ICRC 20
33 ND I NTERNATIONAL C OSMIC R AY C ONFER

Simulated PDF

• Un-binned analysis.
10-1

• Use all photons and independent of

the pulse shape.

hCombined
2

Max. Z from real data
Entries
1000
Mean -1.564e-08
RMS
4.159e-07

Preliminary!

[19] J. Bolm
COSPAR
[20] V. A. K

95% Confidence bounds

10-2

• Extract limits from simulations.
• Sub-luminal linear limit :

ICRC102013 LIV Limits from Crab PSR
33 ND I NTERNATIONAL C OSMIC R AY C ONFERENCE
, R IO-1 DE -0.5
JANEIRO
2013
-2
-1.5
0
0.5
-3

• Super-luminal linear limit:

2

1

130

• 1.7X 1017GeV
Z220

3

θrec (µ s/GeV)

θrec (µ s/GeV)

33 ND I NTERNATIONAL C OSMIC R AY

3

130
125

Preliminary

120

120

1

0

-6

-1

-2

-2

-2

125

Preliminary
extract limits. The green dashed line is at the
value of qmax .
The blue dashed lines represent where bounds were placed.

could be greatly improved. A small improvement could be
gained by adding Fermi-LAT data to the DisCan method,
115
115
although the method is more sensitive at higher energies.
110
110 Additional data will improve the signal-to-noise of the pulse
profile which will improve the limits, as well as extend the
105
105 spectrum of the pulsar to higher energies if the power-law
100
trend continues. Additionally,
re-analysis of the data using
×10
-4
-3
-2
-1
0
1
2
3
4
θ (s/GeV) with different cuts that provide better
100 the DisCan method
energy resolution could improve the limit by as much as a ×10-6
2 DisCan method
Fig. 4: Preliminary performance
of -4
the of
Z20
-3
-2
-1
0
1
2
3
4
factor
⇠2.

2

0

-1

1

×10-6
1.5
2
θ [s/GeV]

ICRC 2013 LIV Limits from Crab
Fig.PSR
5: Probability distribution function generated with one
C ONFERENCE , R IO DE JANEIRO
2013
thousand realizations of the energy distribution used to

Z220

• 1.9X 1017GeV

-1.5

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5
2
θreal (µ s/GeV)

θ (s/GeV)
on the VERITAS Crab Pulsar data between 2007 and 2011.
2 The green dashed
Trial values of q are plotted against Z20
research is supported by grants from
line is the maximum
15Z2 value at qAcknowledgment:This
max = -0.49µs/GeV.
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erature, the ML allows an optimal use of the information contained in the data and gives a
I
N
P
R
O
G
R
E
S
S
—
rement of the probability that allows a rather straightforward combination of the results from
R A B PThe
U ML
L Smethod
AR U
S I N Grelies
M on
A the
X Idefinition
M U Mof the
L I Probability
KELIHOOD
ferent C
observatories.
conceptually
bution Function (PDF) that describes the probability of a gamma-ray being observed with a
energy and arrival time, assuming a certain energy-dependent delay function and taking into
nt the instrument effects in the measurement. The first time this approach was proposed was
ENERGY RECONSTRUCTION RESPONSE
EMISSION TIME PROFILE
where the event PDF formula for flaring sources reads
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C (2.1)
ORRECTION FOR LIV

-2∆ ln(L)

G(Es ) is the photon energy distribution at the source, C(Es ,t) is the collection area, G(E
(Es )) is the instrument energy smearing, Fs (t) is the emission distribution time at the source
EMISSION SPECTRUM
D E T E C T O R A C C E P TA N C E
(Es , EQGn , z) is the energy-dependent propagation delay. The likelihood function (L) is built
he PDF of every event and has at least one parameter, the estimator, related to EQGn . The aim
method•is Use
to find
the value
of the
estimator
thatprofile.
maximizes the likelihood.
low energy
events
to build
temporal
practice, the concept behind the above formula has been applied in different manners by
• Add data from 2014 to 2017 (additional 100 hr of
ferent observatories
and the different source types [9, 10, 11, 12, 7]. For instance some
data).
atories use unbinned data while others use binned data. Also, sometimes the ML fit is multietric, where some quantities are treated as nuisance parameters and profiled to propagate
• Combine with AGN limits from HESS and MAGIC.
ncertainty, whereas in others is uni-parametric combined with Monte Carlo simulations to
gate the uncertainties in the possible additional parameters. On the one hand some observadeal with sources that have flares (AGNs) and the gamma-ray
arrival time is used while, on
16
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SUMMARY & PROSPECT
• VERITAS continues to run smoothly and maintains sensitivity.
• Diverse scientific program
• 70% Observing plan dedicated to long-term planning
• 30% Observing time open to new proposal.
• On LIV front, VERITAS wasn’t as lucky in catching fast flares in the past; but we

have Crab observation and more data are being accumulated.

• Other type of potential sources of interest:
• GRB
• Fast Radio Burst (FRB)
17

Thank You!
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FA S T R A D I O B U R S T
4

Mili-second duration burst of high dispersion
measure (likely of extragalactic origin) .

•

First discovered in 2007 in archived data in 2001
at Parks Radio Telescope.

•

FRB121102 : repeating FRB with ~ 11 hr of
VERITAS observation (~6 hrs of simultaneous
observation with Arecibo).
No steady VHE emission detected.

•

Pulsed VHE search under way.

•

VERITAS can also search for optical bursts.

Observing FRB 121102 with VERITAS

19

103

4

VERITAS ICRC 2017
3

34 00’
2

Figure 2. Characteristic plots of FRB 121102. In each panel the102
data were smoothed in time and frequency by a factor of 30 1and 10,
respectively. The top panel is a dynamic spectrum of the discovery observation showing the 0.7 s during which FRB 121102 swept
across the frequency band. The signal is seen to become 0 signifi00’
cantly 33dimmer
towards the lower part of the band, and some artifacts due to RFI are also visible. The two white curves show the
ex-101
1
−2
−3
pected sweep for a ν
dispersed signal at a DM = 557.4 pc cm .
The lower left panel shows the dedispersed pulse profile averaged
2
across the bandpass. The lower right panel compares the on-pulse
spectrum (black) with an oﬀ-pulse spectrum (light gray), and for
reference a curve showing the fitted spectral index (α = 10) 3is also
32 00’
overplotted
(medium gray). The on-pulse spectrum was calculated 0
by extracting the frequency channels in the dedispersed data cor-10
4
responding to the 5h36m
peak in the pulse
profile. The
oﬀ-pulse spectrum
32m
28m
is the extracted frequency channels
↵J2000 for a time bin manually chosen
to be far from the pulse.
J2000

•

APJ 790.1010(2014)

Significance

•

time, and pulsar broadening were all fitted. The GausLeft:
Map of the
significances
for we
the found
region s
sianFigure
pulse 1:
width
(FWHM)
is 3.0
± 0.5 ms, and
an FRB121102
upper limit of
1.4 diamond,
GHz. Thethe
residual
is τshown
byms
theatcyan
point sp
d < 1.5
DM smearing within a frequency channel is 0.5 ms and
in the upper left corner Right: A histogram of the signi
0.9 ms at the top and bottom of the band, respectively.
Thenormal
best-fitdistribution
value was (red
α =line).
11 but could be as low as α

